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Abstract. The EEPROM process is one the hardest process to be developed. The performance of
the EEPROM devices is normally judged on the programming speed, which relates to pro-
gram high (erase) and program low (write) operations. It is essential that the program high
and program low speed of the EEPROM cell is within 1ms with a programming voltage of not
more than 16V. In this study, two experiments were setup to improve the programming speed.
The first experiment was to increase the high voltage NMOS drain junction breakdown volta-
ge with the source floating (HVNMOS BVDSF), and the second experiment was to scale down
the ONO layer. The characterization work to increase the programming speed of the memory
cell of 16k FLOTOX EEPROM has been carried out. P-field implant dose is optimized to have
both the HVNMOS BVDSF and the p-field threshold voltage above 16V for fast programming.
As a result, the threshold voltages of programming high and low operation are achieved at
4.35V and �0.77V respectively. Furthermore, by scaling down the nitride layer of ONO from
160Å to 130Å, the Vt program window is further improved to 4.5V and �0.94V for the program
high and program low operations respectively.
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1. Introduction

EEPROM is classified as a non-volatile memory prod-
uct; it refers to Electrically Erasable and Programmable
Read Only Memories, and is available in two types, ie
embedded and stand-alone [1]. Compared to a CMOS
process, which only has 2 devices i.e. NMOS and PMOS,
an EEPROM chip, is constructed from 6 devices, namely
the low voltage NMOS (LVNMOS), the low voltage PMOS
(LVPMOS), the high voltage NMOS (HVNMOS), the
high voltage PMOS (HVPMOS), the natural NMOS
(ZMOS), and the memory cell (EPROM cell).

The performance of the NVM products is normally
judged from the programming speed and the density of
the memory [2, 3]. Besides conventional device charac-
teristics, nonvolatile memory cells also have additional
functional memory characteristics, which are used to
evaluate the performance of the memory cell. One of the

most important parameters is programming speed versus
programming voltage, which describes the time depend-
ence of the threshold voltage with respect to program-
ming time, at different programming voltages.

In the EEPROM product under study, an internal
timer limits the programming time to 1 ms, so a large
amount of carriers need to be pumped in or out of the
floating gate in a relatively short period of time. The
threshold voltage of the EEPROM cell transistor will
change accordingly. The efficiency of the pumping of
carriers in and out of the floating gate is described as the
programming speed.

A typical memory cell layout, called the Floating
Gate Tunnel Oxide cell (FLOTOX) is shown in Fig. 1
and the cross-section of the memory cell device is illus-
trated in Fig. 2. The memory cell device consists of a
stacked gate MOS structure with a small thin tunnel ox-
ide region in the floating gate/drain overlap area. The
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lower polysilicon gate (the floating gate) is completely
surrounded by silicon dioxide, whose quality and integ-
rity enables charge to be retained in the floating gate for
more than 10 years. The programming voltage is applied
between the control gate and the drain, and is capaci-
tively coupled to the tunnel oxide. The cell is programmed
high (logic 1) by causing electrons to tunnel into the float-
ing gate from the drain by applying a positive voltage on
the control gate with the drain grounded and the source
floated. The cell is programmed low (logic 0) by causing
electrons to tunnel from the floating gate to the drain by
applying a positive voltage to the drain with the control
gate grounded and the source floated. The number of
electrons trapped in the floating gate determines the
threshold voltage of the EEPROM cell, which is detected
in the read operation with suitable voltage acting on the
control gate [4, 5].

Fig. 3 shows the simplified equivalent circuit of the
FLOTOX EEPROM transistor during program high and
program low operations respectively. Cpp is the poly to
poly overlap capacitance, Ctuno is the tunnel window
capacitance and Ccho is the channel capacitance [6].

Fig. 1. Typical of memory cell layout.
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The fraction of the applied programming voltage fall-
ing across the tunnel oxide can be calculated according
to the fixed coupling ratios, KH during the program high
operation and KL during the program low operation
which are derived from the oxide capacitances (please
also refer to Fig. 2) [5,6,7] as follows:
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where KH = Coupling ratio during program high, KL =
= Coupling Ratio during program low

During the program high operation, the voltage on
the tunnel oxide, VtunH is given by:
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where QfgH = floating gate charge, Vg = applied gate
voltage.

For a programming pulse of width t, the stored charge
in the floating gate shifts the program high and program
low threshold voltage denoted as VtH and VtL respectively
as follows [5,6,7].
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(5)Fig. 2. Cross-section of memory cell of EEPROM device.
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where Xtun = tunnel oxide thickness α and β are the cha-
racteristic constants of the tunnel oxide in the Fowler
Nordheim tunnelling equation, Vti = threshold voltage
with zero charge in the floating gate,  Atun =  tunnel area,
E = cathode field through tunnel dielectric, VtH(0) =
threshold voltage at zero time assuming the cell has al-
ready been  programmed low, VtL(0) = threshold voltage
at zero time assuming the cell has already been pro-
grammed high

2. FLOTOX EEPROM cell programming
speed

In principle, the programming speed of the EEPROM
cell depends on tunnel Oxide Thickness (Xtun), program-
ming voltage (Vp), ONO thickness (Xpp) and Poly to Poly
overlap Area (App).

The thinner the tunnel oxide is, the faster the pro-
gramming speed. However, due to the charge retention
requirement, the tunnel oxide thickness cannot be reduced
beyond 85Å. Therefore 85Å is the nominal thickness
throughout the experiment and will not be changed.

The poly to poly overlap area is fixed in the design
and will not be experimentally changed.

The programming speed depends critically on Vp. At
Vp = 16V, it takes about 1ms for VtH to reach 4.5V,
whereas at Vp = 13V it takes more than 1 sec. In a con-
ventional EEPROM circuit, the charge pump is designed
to pump Vp to above 20V. The actual Vp is, however,
clamped by the reverse n+ p-junction of the drain side of
the HVNMOS. HVNMOS appears in the charge pump
circuit as well as in the decoder logic and in the selection
transistors.

The clamp voltage depends on the reverse breakdown
voltage of the n+p-diode of the drain side of the HVNMOS
(HVNMOS BVDSF, where BVDSF refers to the drain
junction breakdown with source floating), which depends
mainly on the p-(substrate) dopant concentration sur-
rounding the n+junction. The higher the substrate dopant
concentration is, the lower the breakdown voltage is.

The region of the n+ junction in conjunction with the
field oxide has the lowest breakdown voltage. In order to
raise the field threshold voltage, the boron concentration
of the p-field area is raised by a p-field implant step. If the
concentration is too low, the p-field threshold will be less
than Vp. This will cause the parasitic MOS in the field
region between two n+ diffusion regions to be turned on.

Here comes a dilemma. The higher the p-field im-
plant dose is, the higher the p-field Vt is, but the lower the
HVNMOS BVDSF is. In order to have both the
HVNMOS BVDSF and the HV p-field threshold to be

above 16V, an experiment to trim the p-field implant dose
and the field oxide thickness has to be done.

3. Experiment methodology

3.1. Fabrication of the FLOTOX
EEPROM cell

The EEPROM memory cells under study are fabricated
on p-type silicon wafers <100> with the resistivities of
16�25 Ohm⋅cm. The fabrication of the memory cell
started with implantation of arsenic to form the buried
N+ region. Thermal oxide was subsequently blanket
grown to a 600Å thickness on the buried N+ region. The
tunnel window was then patterned where ultra thin tun-
nel oxide was immediately grown to a thickness of 85Å.
The formation of the floating gate was then carried out
by the deposition of POCL3 doped polysilicon with a
thickness of 2300Å. ONO was used for inter-poly dielec-
tric to insulate the floating gate from other electrodes.
The ONO dielectric consists of a 100Å thermal oxide
layer grown at 980°C in an O2/N2 environment, an
LPCVD nitride layer of 130Å thickness deposited on top
by CVD furnace and lastly a thermal oxide layer of 20Å
thickness. The inter-poly dielectric construction was ac-
complished with the patterning of ONO. Next the forma-
tion of the control gate was done by deposition of
polysilicon of 4000? thickness using LPCVD. The fabri-
cation process was continued with conventional backend
processes for the interconnect construction to complete
the whole circuitry. The n-channel memory cell transis-
tor structures are now ready to be optimized for program-
ming speed improvement.

3.2. Characterization of the FLOTOX
EEPROM cell

The setup for the measurement of programming speed is
as follows. An Agilent 4155C DC Parametric Analyser
was used to generate the �high� and �low� waveform
signals for the programming operation. The same equip-
ment was used to measure the cell threshold voltages.
First the EEPROM cells were exposed to a 5 ms program
low pulse of 16V to bring the Vt to a low level. The cell
was then programmed high with a fixed programming
voltage but with the variable programming pulse width.
The programming pulses increased so that the cumula-
tive programming time falls in logarithmic increments of
0.5 ms, 1 ms, 2 ms, 5 ms, 10 ms �100 ms. Vt was meas-
ured at each of these cumulative intervals. After a com-
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plete sweep of exposure times up to 100 ms, the program-
ming voltage was incremented and the process was re-
peated again. Similar procedures were used to measure
the program down speed by programming the cell high at
the start and then programming low successively.

The second experiment was to change the nitride thick-
ness in the ONO layer and to measure the programming
speed with different nitride thickness.

4. Results and discussions

Fig. 4 is the focus ion beam cross-sectional view of the
FLOTOX EEPROM cell. This figure clearly shows a
complete FLOTOX EEPROM cell, which consists of a
control gate, a floating gate, a select gate, a tunnel win-
dow, an ONO layer, a source area and a drain area. The
EEPROM cell is sitting on a buried N+ layer. The sec-
ond part of Fig. 4 is the corresponding Supreme simula-
tion. It can be seen in the 2D Supreme simulation graph
that the highest p-dopant concentration surrounding the
drain side of the selection transistor is in the field oxide
boundary, the concentration reaches about 2⋅1017/cm3

with a p-field implant dose of 7.5⋅1013/cm2.
Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 show the relationship of the HV-p-

field implant dose, to the HVNMOS BVDSF and HV p-
field Vt. It can be seen clearly that the higher the dose is,
the higher the HV p-field Vt is but the lower the HVNMOS
BVDSF is. Fig. 5 indicates that for field oxide of 5500Å,
the two lines meet at a point of 15.6 V, which is less than
the target of 16V. Since 5500Å thick field oxide did not
meet the Vt target, a 7000Å field oxide step was devel-
oped. Fig. 6 shows that with 7000 Å, both the HVNMOS
BVDSF and HV-p-field Vt are above 16V, being 17.3V
and 22.4V respectively, at an implant dose of 6⋅1013/cm2.

Fig. 7 is the programming high speed of the memory
cell transistor. It shows that at 16V programming volt-
age and 1ms programming time, a high threshold voltage
high (Vt�high) of 4.2V is achieved. The Vt at the 0.01 ms
programming time is the Vt after UV light exposure. The
kinks at 0.5 ms programming time are due to equipment
limitations whereas 0.5 ms is the minimum programming
time.

Fig. 8 is the programming low speed of the same cell
transistor, which was targeted to be of negative threshold
voltage in 1 ms programming time. It shows that at 16V
programming voltage and 1 ms programming time, the
Vt�low is �1.5V.

The next step to improve the programming perform-
ance was to scale down the ONO layer. Only the nitride
layer was scaled down in the experiment. Before scaling
down, the original nitride thickness in the ONO layer was
230Å. After scaling down, the final optimized thickness of
the ONO layer must be able to withstand 16V for reliabil-
ity purpose. Fig. 9 illustrates the effect of different nitride
thickness in the ONO layer to Vt�high, Vt�low and
Fig. 10 illustrates the effect of different nitride thickness
in the ONO layer to the ONO breakdown voltages.

The experiment on the programming speed versus
ONO thickness shows that thinner ONO gives faster pro-
gramming speed. However the specification of ONO
breakdown voltage is set at 16V. In such a case, 130Å is
chosen to be the standard nitride thickness. With this
thickness VtH reaches 4.6V and VtL reaches �0.9V in 1ms.
This is enough for successful EEPROM operation.

Fig. 4. FIB cross-sectional view of a FLOTOX EEPROM cell (a)

and the Supreme simulation of the same cell (b).
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Fig. 5. The relationship of HVNMOS BVDSF and HV-Pfield Vt

versus HV-Pfield implant dose for field oxide thickness of 5500Å.

Fig. 6. The relationship of HVNMOS BVDSF and HV-Pfield Vt

versus HV-Pfield implant dose for field oxide thickness of 7000Å.
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5. Conclusions

The characterization work to increase the programming
speed of the memory cell of 16k FLOTOX EEPROM
has been carried out. Boron concentration of 6⋅1013 for p-
field implant was selected to have both the HVNMOS
BVDSF and p-field Vt above 16V. As a result, the thresh-
old voltages of programming high and low operation are
achieved at 4.35 V and �0.77V respectively. Further-
more, by scaling down the nitride layer of ONO from
160 Å to 130 Å, the Vt program window is further im-
proved to 4.5V and �0.94 V for the program high and
program low operations respectively.
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